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1  Introduction  

The trade war between China and the US is escalating into a technology war, which unveils 

how important it is for China to break the dependence on the import of the crucial 

semiconductor or Integrated Circuit (IC) component. Why does the chip matter for both 

countries? Because the chip is the foundation of the digital world. The development of Robots, 

AI and IoT became possible because of the chip. Therefore, it is crucial for China to have a 

self-sufficient semiconductor industry.  

By contrast, China is highly dependent on the import of semiconductor components to 

support its rapidly growing digital market. The money spent on importing IC components is 

even higher than Oil. China's IC consumption dominates the global market, accounting for 60% 

of global demand, but only a small portion is produced in China itself. . As a part of its “Made 

in China 2025” program, the Chinese government has pledged to catch up to the global IC 

industry, aiming to achieve 70 % self-sufficiency in high-tech sectors by 2025. If China 

succeeds in developing its own technology, it could overtake the US market and further take 

over the global power in the future.  

The two main factors to promote the development of the semiconductor industry are 

capital and technology. In 2014, Beijing set up the National Integrated Circuit Industry 

Investment Fund, which raised US$21.8 billion in its first financing round to support China’s 

IC sectors. But in terms of the second factor, technology, it is a difficult to gain access to 

advance technology, because it is currently monopolized by firms from the US, South Korea, 

and Taiwan. To acquire knowledge and experience, overseas merger and acquisition (M&A), 

attracting global engineering talents and trade secret misappropriation has become vital part of 

China’s strategy. China’s strategy put pressure on Taiwanese companies to widen their 

mainland footprint which led to successful talent poaching from Taiwan owing to the use of the 

same language and similar cultures. Although most concern for intellectual property protection 

and China's ambition will threaten Taiwan manufactures. However, China’s lucrative offer that 
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most engineers could not refuse. The evidence shows that Taiwan has become a significant 

source of talent and technology for China.   

The research question is whether China will dominate the global semiconductor market in 

the future and what opportunities and challenges are faced by the Taiwanese IC industry. To do 

so, this study analyzes the global IC market and explores how China acquires top-notch 

manufacturing technology through different approaches and how Taiwan contributes to 

fulfilling China's Semiconductor Policy in chapter three and four. The fifth chapter will analyze 

the challenge facing China’s policy and the potential impact on existing IC manufacturers as 

well as Taiwan’s strategy. The paper will focus mainly on the industrial perspective instead of 

national strategy. Finally, I conclude my main finding and answer the research question.   

2 The Process of China’s semiconductor policy  

Since 2000, the Chinese government has reinforced the “localization” development of 

semiconductor industry by a series of policies, such as the 2001 Policy for encouraging software 

industry and integrated circuit production industry development ( “18 Article,” 18號文), and 

the 2011 Advanced Policy for encouraging software industry and integrated circuit production 

industry development (“New 18 Article”, 新 18 號文). For more than a decade, China has 

attracted many multinational companies and become the global assembly and production base 

for IC products. Among all the policies, three central plans are worthy of being mentioned.   

Firstly, three IC industrial clusters were settled, including Yangtze River Delta Economic 

Zone, Pearl River Delta Economic Zone, Bohai Bay Economic Rim and Middle and Western 

District. In Pearl River Delta area. Following the formation of the industrial cluster, the China 

National Integrated Circuit Industry Investment Fund ("Big Fund," 大基金) was announced to 

upgrade the Chinese semiconductor industry comprehensively. The massive amount of funds 

will enable Chinese players to accelerate the launch of M&A strategies, cultivate high-level 

management talents and recruit senior R&D engineers. Lastly, in the Thirteenth Five-Year Plan 

(十三五規劃), technological and informatization is one of the primary objectives and ‘Made in 
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China 2025' is the major initiative. In the past, China’s preferred policy support was mainly 

financial subsidies, but now also includes investment. 

In 2016, the China High-end Chip Alliance (中國高端晶片聯盟) was established by 27 

companies, including Tsinghua Uni-group, SMIC, Huawei, ZTE, et al., with the aim to create 

an industrial ecosystem. China's foundry service provider will incorporate the upstream IC 

design company and downstream manufacturers of testing and packaging service to form a 

virtual model of "Integrated Design and Manufacture" (IDM). Therefore, any further business 

integrations of domestic or foreign companies are towards the strategic direction of 

development of the IC industry in China.  

In the past, due to the creation of supply chains of various industries in China, the model 

–operation in Taiwan, manufacturing in China– has been broken which frustrates many 

Taiwanese businesses. The question is whether the Taiwanese IC industry will suffer the same 

fate or gain from this global competition. 

3 Comparison of Semiconductor Industry between China, the US, and Taiwan  

In this chapter, market analysis is conducted to find out whether China will dominate the IC 

industry. This study will focus on the three segments, namely foundry service, fabless (IC 

design) and Memory, between US, China, and Taiwan. This is because foundry services and 

memory chip production are two sectors that require indispensable assistance from overseas 

firms due to the complexity of the manufacturing technologies and capital intensity. Regarding 

the IC design sector, it has emerged as the largest IC sector in China in recent years.  

3.1 Foundry service 

3.1.1 Fab capacity and investment outlook 

The installed capacity for 300 mm (12 inch) worldwide is predicted to increase steadily in the 

coming years. Therefore, in this section, I compare the 300 mm wafer capacity between the US, 

Taiwan, and China by fab location and headquarter location, as shown in Figure 1.  

Based on a fab location, Taiwan maintains the second largest share of 300mm wafer 
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capacity, at 24%. Although US-based fabs take 26% of global capacity, maintaining the No.2 

position, only 12% of fabs are located in the US. Inside China’s borders, only 9% of worldwide 

capacity is produced; meanwhile, the capacity of China-based fabs was only 3% in 2017.  

China’s share of global wafer capacity is projected to increase in the coming years. The 

investment of new fab equipment and the upgrading of production lines reveals a strong 

emergence and additional capacity in China. According to Semi’s report, tracking 78 new fabs 

and lines that have been and the ones that will start construction between 2017 and 2020, China 

will account 20% of the world’s capacity by the end of 2020 (Du, 2018).  

In terms of equipment spending, as shown in Figure 2, China is expected to claim second-

place, with investments totaling up to 11.09 billion, followed by Taiwan at 10.93 billion. The 

US is expected to claim the fifth position at 5.71%. China's equipment spending is forecast to 

increase by 57 percent in 2019. Notably, the 57% stem from companies with headquarters in 

other regions such as South-Korea based Samsung and SK Hynix, Taiwan Semiconductor 

Manufacturing Company (TSMC), as well as US-based GlobalFoundries and Intel.  

From the amount of equipment spending, Chinese companies have obtained financial 

support from the government to accelerate the development and more advanced process 

technologies. In the meantime, international semiconductor powerhouses including Intel, 

GlobalFoundries, and TSMC are all building or expanding fabs in China. However, it is 

suspicious that no newer fabs are being built in the US.  

3.1.2 Sales and market share 

The four biggest major pure-play foundries include two companies from Taiwan, namely TSMC 

and United Microelectronics Corporation (UMC), GlobalFoundries and China’s 

Semiconductor Manufacturing International Corporation (SMIC). In 2017, TSMC was the 

leader in sales, with 51.6 percent market share according to data compiled by IC Insights (refer 

to Figure 3), and the sales were five times higher than the second-ranked Global Foundries and 

ten times more than fifth-ranked China-based SMIC. The revenue in 2018 is expected to remain 
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the same. 

IC Insights predicted that the ranking and the market share of global major foundries are 

hard to change and the level is expected to remain the same in the future due to high entry 

barriers such as equipment cost and leading-edge technology.  

3.1.3 Technology 

The high entry barriers such as equipment cost and leading-edge technology, make the foundry 

market share hard to conquer. Therefore, keeping advanced technology is key to strong foundry 

revenue. Technically, the size of the process node, measured in nanometers (nm), describes the 

size of a processor’s smallest possible element. The smaller the process means the greater the 

resolution that can be obtained and more transistors can be crammed into a smaller physical 

space. The current competitive situation of technology is shown in Table 1 that TSMC's ongoing 

process is 7 nm, which is the latest generation. 

On the contrary, Chinese makers SMIC chips are in the 28 to 14 nm range, far behind the 

latest generation, and will need at least six years to catch up in chip manufacturing, according 

to some estimates. Despite the high costs, SMIC is still working to improve its process 

technology. However, GlobalFoundries announced to stop all work on its 7 nm fabrication 

processes in 2017 due to financial concerns.  

3.2 Fabless (IC Design) supplier  

Fabless IC companies specialize in design and sales chips while outsourcing the fabrication to 

the foundry. In other words, the fabless company does not have its fabrication facility, as the 

name implies. Recently, the sales of China’s fabless service have grown dramatically to surpass 

Europe and become the third largest supplier, following the US and Taiwan.   

Figure 4 shows the market share of IC sales calculated by a company’s headquarter 

location. US fabless companies still maintain the largest fabless market share, at 53%, but the 

share has dropped from 69% in 2010 because of the acquisition of California-based Broadcom 

by Singapore-based Avago. Taiwan has the same percentage at 16% that it held in 2010 and 
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maintains the second position. Two China-based fabless IC suppliers were listed in the top 10 

ranking, helping China play a more prominent role in the fabless market, at 11%. It is worth 

noting that there were 10 China-based fabless companies in the top 50 list in 2017, compared 

to only 1 in 2009. 

Although Taiwan still occupies a more significant market share, the revenues are surpassed 

by the surge China IC design companies in 2017. The competition between Taiwan and China’s 

fabless market is getting intense. In recent years, the two sides have been building a co-opetition 

relationship, competing but also cooperating. For instance, China's fabless will outsource the 

fabrication to Taiwan's foundry as well as testing and packaging services. Meanwhile, Taiwan's 

IC design providers will land orders to China's contract manufacturers to supply China's local 

market. In this circumstance, the supply chain for both sides is integrated more closely. Now 

the question for both sides is how to gain a larger market share from US fabless providers, 

which account for more than half of the global market.      

3.3 Memory IC industry 

3.3.1 Technology 

The leading NAND vendors, Samsung, SK Hynix, and Micron, are moving to produce 96-layer 

from 64-layer 3D NAND and are planning to enter the next stage of 128-layer at the end of this 

year, as shown in Table 2. In 2018, Yangtze Memory Technologies Co. (YMTC), funded by 

Tsinghua Uni-group, successfully started mass-producing its first 3D NAND flash chip and 

became a new player in the industry. YMTC is set to build up three new manufacturing plants 

and planning to develop its own 64-layer chip. The company also announced to embark on the 

development of the new generation 128-layer NAND bypassing the 64-layer. If YMTC can 

jump to the next stage, it will undoubtedly make a fierce competitor in the market.  

The competition level in memory IC might be ramped up by YMTC along with two more 

Chinese Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM) start-ups, namely Innotron Memory and 

Fujian Jin Hua Integrated Circuit (JHICC). These two companies are gearing up to start trial 
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production in the second half of 2018 and have announced to start the shipments of DRAM in 

the first half of 2019, as shown in summarised Table 3. But according to DRAMeXchange 

(2018) report, both companies are behind their announced schedules to make China the first 

domestic memory chip producer. Needless to say, the two new DRAM makers have little chance 

to become new players due to the lagging technology or even compete with other top DRAM 

suppliers without a joint venture with other makers or without having a potential issue of patent 

infringement. US has set a stop to JHICC’s hope to become a competitor through a ban on 

selling software and technology to JHICC without special licenses and through filing patent 

infringement lawsuits.   

3.3.2 Sales and market share 

Six companies from S. Korean, Japan, and the US have long dominated the NAND flash 

market1. In 2017, they accounted for 47%, 35.5% and 17.6% of the share respectively, reflecting 

the current oligopoly. Figure 5 illustrates the market share of the DRAM market. Top three 

memory makers– Samsung, SK Hynix, and Micron – dominate over 90% of global market 

(Figure 5). On the contrary, China is unable to produce its own memory chip and meanwhile is 

the largest importer, consuming 25% of NAND and 20% of DRAM. 

For the past years, Taiwan’s memory industry has been dwarfed, since Micron acquired 

Taiwan’s Inotera Memories in 2016 and entered into a joint venture with Nanya Technology. 

The US-based company Micron is migrating to more modern process nodes at their Taiwan 

operations, making Taiwan Micron’s largest operation base.  

Since 2014, three main Chinese memory start-ups, Innotron Memory, Fujian Jin Hua 

Integrated Circuit (JHICC) and Yangtze Memory (YMTC) were founded by China’s “Big 

Fund”. However, these Chinese brand companies still need some time to be able to invade this 

oligopolistic memory IC market. But industrial analysts expect that the Chinese supplier’s 

                                                      
1. It includes two S. Korean companies (Samsung and SK Hynix), three US companies (Western Digital, Micron, 

and Intel) and one Japanese company (Toshiba). 
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influence on the price and the erosion of market share will soon occur in 2020 

(DRAMeXchange, 2018). Therefore, following the entry of new Chinese competitors, the 

competitive landscape is expected to change in the near future.   

In the meantime, in reaction to the continuing increase in the price of DRAM, the Chinese 

government launched an anti-monopoly investigation into Samsung, SK Hynix, and Micron to 

restrain the price increase. Analysts said that China’s antitrust investigation intends to exert 

pressure and drive down the prices due to the heavy reliance on chip import. The move also 

reveals that China hopes to foster domestic IC companies by pressuring foreign companies 

(Nikkei Asian Review, 2018).  

4 China’s knowledge enhancement approach   

4.1 Merger and Acquisition  

China's IC development has a late start relative to the US, Japan, and other countries. The lack 

of accumulation of technology and knowledge makes it difficult to develop the IC industry. 

Therefore, engaging in M&A of overseas IC companies with critical technical capabilities is 

one of the efforts made by China to overcome obstacles.  

For the last several years, the demand for more sophisticated IC has increased the 

complexity of IC design and manufacturing. The rising innovative and design cost and a 

shrinking list of customers make a record of IC industry consolidation. According to IC Insights 

M&A data3, before 2015 the average M&A value equaled to $12.6 billion. In 2015 the value hit 

a record high, at $107.3 billion and $59.3 billion in 2016. During 2015 and 2016, China became 

one of the major players, accounting for 4.1% of 2015-2016 M&A value, about US$ 8.3 billion. 

The rising cost of R&D induces business to buy the IP and M&As offer the easiest way to 

increase their capability (IC Insights, 2017b).  

Table 4 summarizes the successful cases of China’s overseas M&A and several significant 

                                                      
3 Only covering IC suppliers, wafer foundries and IP for IC design. 
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acquisitions without completion. The most notable Chinese acquisition buyer is Tsinghua Uni-

group, a Chinese state-owned semiconductor firm, which announced a $23 billion bid to 

buy U.S. memory chip maker Micron in 2015. Although the acquisition of Micron failed, the 

move has attracted attention overseas and raised increasing concerns regarding China’s 

acquisition of technology (Carsten and Lee, 2015). In 2016, US President Barack Obama 

blocked a Chinese company’s purchase of Aixtron, a German IC equipment maker, because of 

the risk to national security. After that, the German government withdrew the initial approval 

after the US raised security concern (Sheahan and Copley, 2016). 

 The battle has intensified during the Donald Trump presidency. He blocked a private 

equity firm -Canyon Bridge Capital Partners- from buying a U.S.-based chipmaker Lattice 

Semiconductor because the private equity firm was funded partly from capital from the Chinese 

government. Soon after, Committee on Foreign Investments in the United States (CFIUS)4 

blocked Singaporean company Broadcom's acquisition of US giant Qualcomm which could 

have been the world's largest technology merger to date. Although these companies are neither 

China-based nor partly funded by China, Washington was concerned about Broadcom’s close 

relation with China (Jourdan, 2018). The US has taken action against China’s subsidies and 

forced technology transfer and strongly opposes any Chinese deals with high-tech application.   

Since 2017 the value of Chinese M&A has dropped dramatically because governments 

around the world are scrutinizing these deals and are being more cautious about the approval 

of acquisition cases. "We need to be prepared for more failures when it comes to overseas 

acquisitions," Y.W. Sun, CEO of China Fortune-Tech Capital, stated at the Semicon China 

conference. Sun also warned that the deals most likely to be approved are those with less 

advanced technology (Cheng, 2017). Last April, Xi Jinping pledged to protect intellectual 

                                                      
4 CFIUS reviews the national security implications of foreign investments in U.S. companies or operations. 

Recently, the passing of the Foreign Investment Risk Review Modernisation Act 2018 has made CFIUS gain 

further new powers, which will extend its remit in M&A processes involving foreign entities.  

http://www.wsj.com/articles/state-owned-chinese-chip-maker-tsinghua-unigroup-makes-23-billion-bid-for-micron-1436833492
http://www.wsj.com/articles/state-owned-chinese-chip-maker-tsinghua-unigroup-makes-23-billion-bid-for-micron-1436833492
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property of foreign companies in the 17th annual Boao Forum for Asia, sending a signal to 

foreign companies that Beijing will be looking forward to exploring and carrying out a new 

business cooperation model (Rosenfeld and Tan, 2018).  

4.2 Fill the Talent Shortage  

The talent demand for the country’s IC sector will be about 720,000 by 2020, but the current 

talent pool only reached 400,000, which means the emerging talent gap will reach 320,000, 

according to China IC Industry Talent White Paper (2017-2018). Meanwhile, the average 

annual fresh graduates from this area are about 30,000 which is far less than the talent demand. 

The more aggressive headhunt has become the alternatives for China to acquire cutting-

edge knowledge. China is making offers to engineers in South Korea and Japan but is getting 

more success with engineers from Taiwan because of the common language and culture. Aside 

from tripling the compensation, offering more senior positions, eight free trips home a year and 

heavily subsidized housing, a Taiwanese anonymous engineer said, the salary earned in China 

in 3 years is equal to what he would make in Taiwan after working for ten years. Some think 

that staying Taiwan is hopeless, and choosing China is finding hope. The Chinese executives 

think that Taiwanese engineers are the most experienced and could help them cultivate local 

talents. Besides, Beijing's package of "31 Incentives" aims to not only lure Taiwanese talent to 

China but also attract the younger generation who are keen to support Taiwanese independence 

to join China. Moreover, China announced that the residents of Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Macau 

(‘THKM’) will no longer require work permits to work in mainland China. 

According to the survey, one-third people see China's incentives as a goodwill gesture. 40 

percent in the 20-24 age group have a positive outlook (Shih, 2018). Taiwan is facing a severe 

brain drain problem. Since 2014, more than 1,300 senior engineers from Taiwan have moved 

to mainland chip makers (Focus Taiwan, 2018). Some Taiwanese employees now working in a 

local or foreign company based in China have mixed feelings. They are considering returning 

home in a few years. They mostly complain about air pollution in China and miss the freedom 

https://www.china-briefing.com/news/2017/07/19/china-work-permits-are-you-a-b-c-tier-talent.html
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of using the internet.     

As China's DRAM industry is working on the first mass production, they are ramping up 

its capability and the talent-hunt is getting heat up. For the past several years, more than 500 

senior engineers and several senior executives from Micron Taiwan (former Inotera) and Nanya 

Technology have been enticed and jumped ship to move to China5.   

Table 5 shows Taiwan’s well-known senior managers who joined Chinese IC companies. 

Charles Kao, the former Chairman of Inotera, was lured away by Chinese Tsinghua Uni-group 

to serve as executive vice president at YMTC. He is regarded as a godfather of Taiwan's DRAM 

industry; therefore, his announcement to participate in the Chinese firm during Micron’s 

acquisition negotiations in 2015 shocked the DRAM industry in Taiwan. An analyst said this 

would help China take a big step forward in the development of its domestic DRAM industry. 

Kao's retirement also caused a brain drain within the industry. More and more senior managers 

in the industry joined China’s chipmakers. Some even argue that Micron's acquisition pushed 

more senior staff to China's DRAM firms. Tsinghua recruited Micron Taiwan (former Inotera) 

employees after the failed takeover bid for Micron and Micron’s rejection of its partnership 

establishment offering.   

Kao also headhunted several managers with his interpersonal relationships. James Shih, 

the former Vice President at Nanya, Taiwan’s company joint venture with Micron, joined 

Tsinghua Uni-group as senior vice president; and David Liu, the retired Senior Vice President 

at Inotera was later poached by China’s Innotron Memory. Former Micron Taiwan chairman 

Stephen Chen left Micron and joined UMC as senior vice president in charge of its DRAM 

research team, and now works for JHICC. 

The offers are made on the understanding that the new hires will bring valuable proprietary 

information along with them. Hence, in recent years, trade-secret theft has become increasingly 

                                                      
5 Taiwan-based Inotera Memories is acquired by Micron in 2016 and Nanya Technology now joint venture with 

Micron to get the option of license for Micron 10 nm DRAM manufacturing process. 
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common in Taiwan’s IT industry.  

4.3 Intellectual Property Issues 

According to officially reported data, Taiwan prosecutors investigated only four cases of trade 

secret misappropriation in 2013, but in 2017 it reached 23 cases, meaning it has grown nearly 

six times (郭政芬, 2018). As of last September, a total of 19 cases have been transferred by the 

Investigation Bureau. In business competition, trade secret protection is a critical challenge for 

high-end technology companies today. To avoid the theft of trade secrets, Taiwan just amended 

its Trade Secrets Act to protect domestic and foreign companies in Taiwan from cross-strait 

risks.  

The risks are manifold. A resigned employee might bring valuable proprietary information 

to the new employer without permission. The contracted manufacturer and joint venture partner 

might reveal sensitive technological knowledge to the competitor. This kind of risks is not 

unique in Taiwan and certainly not rare in the world, but the surge in filed lawsuits in recent 

years can be attributed to Beijing’s ambitious initiative and the ongoing U.S.-China technology 

war. Taiwan has become a target for IP theft by China. 

After Micron completed its acquisition of Taiwan Inotera, more than 100 staff resigned 

and joined China’s memory manufacturers. According to Taiwan Economic Daily news, Micron 

cooperated with Taiwan’s investigators who questioned about 100 former employees, 

ultimately alleging the theft of trade secrets and the aiding of Chinese firms, such as to develop 

key DRAM technologies. They launched a large-scale investigation; hundreds of former 

employees had been interviewed and restricted from leaving Taiwan border (Taiwan Economic 

Daily News, 2017).  

Taiwan has many similar cases, for example, in 2005 TSMC sued its Chinese rival SMIC 

on grounds of the allegation that SMIC poaches TSMC employees, who stole critical TSMC 

information. After a decade of pending lawsuits both sides reached a settlement agreement. This 

January, Taiwan arrested six current and former engineers from a Taiwan subsidiary of BASF, 

https://udn.com/news/reporter/MDYxMDc=
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a German chemical company, accused of sharing technology with JHICC. Taiwan local media 

reports said TSMC was affected by the theft of BASF trade secrets because BASF is the 

contracted supplier to produce the chemical solution for TSMC. 

The increasing business cooperation with Chinese firms means that Taiwanese companies 

might sometimes be dragged into the conflict of industrial espionage between China and the 

US. In 2016, Taiwan-based UMC entered into a partnership with JHICC. According to the 

contract between the two parties, UMC will be responsible for developing DRAM-related 

process technology, and the new DRAM plants based in Taiwan are funded by JHICC. This 

business cooperation resulted in Micron accusing the two companies of stealing Micron’s trade 

secrets and filing a lawsuit in California at the end of 2017. At the same time, Taiwanese 

prosecutors said two former Micron employees took information to their new employer, UMC, 

who planned to share these with their Chinese partners. One of the employees is Zheng-kun 

Cheng, the former site director of Micron Taiwan after the takeover, resigned in 2015 and then 

joined UMC two months later. UMC chose to file a counter lawsuit in China, which resulted in 

the preliminary injunction prohibiting Micron from selling certain products in China. Last year, 

Washington took actions against China’s economic espionage. The U.S. Justice 

Department indicted UMC, JHICC and three Taiwanese individuals for targeting Micron trade 

secrets. Soon after, US Commerce Department announced JHICC is put on the list of entities 

that cannot buy components, software, and technology goods from U.S. firms. Shortly after the 

US Justice Department's announcement, Beijing said they had found a "massive" antitrust 

violation by Micron in China.  

This case of trade secret theft brings the escalating trade conflict to the surface. To crack 

down China's increasingly growing espionage cases, the US government decided to launch a 

new initiative. If China-based companies have been accused of commercial espionage, then 

they will be more likely to face the same export control treatment (Lynch, 2018). Taiwan’s 

government, between two superpowers, asked UMC to comply with the US export control list 
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and suspended the cooperation with JHICC. UMC announced that the collaboration is being 

downsized and the R&D team for this project will be cut by almost half (張建中, 2019). The 

activities made by China send a clear signal that they might restrict the competition by 

launching a price-fixing investigation or restrict some products from entering China's market, 

like banning Micron temporarily from selling chip products in the mainland. 

5 Political Implication  

5.1 The primary challenge facing China's semiconductor plan. 

Despite the fact that China has seen rapid progress in the semiconductor sector in recent years, 

its ambitions are not without challenges. The late start relative to the US, Japan, and other 

countries results in the lack of accumulation of technology and knowledge and less 

development advantage. The question is how China, as a late entrant, can catch up to the early 

movers and eventually take a leadership position. Like Japan, South Korea and Taiwan both are 

latecomers in the IC industry but had substantial success in catching up.   

China has implemented incentives to facilitate R&D investments from companies and 

supports nonprofit research institution to perform research and transfer technology to the 

private sector. As the technology competition in the IC industry is fierce now, the high 

investment of R&D means higher risks for companies. One of the characteristics of 

semiconductor technologies are a high degree of cumulativeness. Therefore, in-house R&D 

system are the best way for Chinese firms to manage the investment risk and shorten the 

technique transferring gap (Rho et al. 2015, p.147). But China’s companies lag far behind 

leading competitors, even SMIC with the most aggressive R&D plan still need more than six 

years to catch up.  

The second question for China is which segment the vehicle product might be. Sometimes 

the market can be segmented into high- and low-end market (Mu and Lee 2005, p.759), which 

implies there is room for late entrants. However, IC in the memory segment is highly integrated 

not segmented. It is more difficult for Chinese producers to seize the market share by 
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differencing products in the low-end market (Rho et al. 2015, p.147). But as we can see from 

the market analysis in Chapter 2, the IC design segment in China has deprived some market 

share of leading companies because it can be segmented into high-end and low-end markets. 

The Chinese fabless companies successful rise  due to the rising demand for low-end mobile 

phones and its vast domestic market. As the fabless sector has emerged as the largest 

semiconductor sector in China, it can help to lead the development of China’s IC ecosystem 

(Liu and Du, 2018). 

The shortage of talent is another problem for China’s innovation system. Although there 

is an increasing flow of human capital from foreign companies with sophisticated knowledge 

and skill supported by policy instruments, this also increases the suspicion of trade secret theft 

and does not provide a sustainable development of China’s domestic firms. In the US, Japan, 

Korea, and Taiwan, universities and research institutions are the foundation of technological 

progress. As China’s IC manufacturing project is booming, there is a considerable shortage of 

talented professionals available to work. Moreover, many Chinese development projects are not 

located in tier 1 cities, like Beijing, Shanghai, and Shenzhen, where they have a relatively large 

skilled labor force. Instead the demand for high-expertise engineers is expected to be most 

severe in tier 2 cities (Yu and Ke, 2018). 

The US-China trade war is an inevitable obstacle for Beijing’s ambition to develop a 

world-class IC industry. The US export control deal imposed on China’s ZTE almost shut down 

the company. Later on, the ban on JHICC immediately impacted its cooperation with UMC. 

The measures made by the US government against China’s high-tech industry shows that the 

US wants disrupt Beijing's initiative by all means. President Donald Trump's administration 

plans to ramp up export controls on so-called foundational technologies, like production 

equipment used to produce chip upstream of the IC industrial chain. The emerging Chinese chip 

manufacturers could be vulnerable if they cannot get production equipment in time for their 

expansion plans.  
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The manufacturing equipment is dominated by several companies from the US, the 

Netherlands, and Japan. Amid US resistance, China targeted Dutch equipment supplier ASML. 

After Chinese Premier Li Keqiang's nine-day Eurasia trip last year, Chinese chipmaker met the 

top manager of ASML and discussed the possibility of buying the most advanced chip 

production equipment (Cheng, 2018). SMIC has ordered its first EUV, machine, from ASML 

and is scheduled to deliver this year. ASML said the deal is subjected to the Wassenaar 

Arrangement and they have the licenses to do so. It is less clear what the long-term impact of 

the US-China trade war will be and whether things will be worked out in the end. But what 

China needs is to earn the time to develop its production capability and develop the country's 

high-tech industry by any means.  

5.2 The Potential Impact on the US and Taiwan IC Manufacturers 

Although multinational companies are concerned about China’s discriminant practices and the 

forced technology transfer, major developers are all expanding their presence in China. In 2016, 

Intel announced to build up its first fab in Dalian and by then partnered with Tsinghua Uni-

group to produce NAND marked with Tsinghua's brand. Taiwan's TSMC signed a deal to build 

a $3 billion wafer plant in China in 2016. GlobalFoundries announced plans to build a plant 

in Chengdu in a joint venture with the Chengdu municipality. Samsung is no exception to invest 

in China over the next three years for expanding its NAND production. Taiwan’s Advanced 

Semiconductor Engineering (ASE), the world’s biggest chip tester and packager, sold 20% 

share stocks of its Chinese subsidiary to Chinese firm Tsinghua Uni-group.   

Why do foreign IC producer help China to boost its domestic Semiconductor Industry? 

There are several strategic questions when they determine their new strategy with China. For 

instance, how local they need to be to win the Chinese market and what they need to do to meet 

the Chinese government's expectations (Thomas, 2015). The advantages of increasing 

investments in China: firstly, they can sell more chips in China and compete better with other 

leading companies if they build a joint venture with Chinses firms. Secondly, the investment 
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plan is a tactic to improve relations with the Chinese government.  

In the case of the joint venture between Tsinghua and Intel, Tsinghua can help Intel’s 

NAND to penetrate the Chinese smartphone market and help it to compete better against 

Samsung, Micron and SK Hynix. In addition, Samsung‘s investments in China mean they are 

worried about potential competitors from China. Samsung would increase its production 

capacity and implement an aggressive pricing strategy to block off the potential entrants, 

expected by IC Insights. But what this means to other competitors, such as Micron, SK Hynix 

and Intel, the overcapacity is predicted to be in the NAND market and therefore causes them to 

increase the capacity to maintain their market share.  

The most interesting case is Taiwan’s ASE, who sold the share of its Chinese subsidiary 

in Suzhou to Tsinghua Uni-group. This deal did not need to be approved by Taiwan’s 

government6. ASE said: “The strategic alliance should help [the company] secure stable orders”. 

Just one day before the deal, China approved the proposed merger between ASE and 

Siliconware Precision Industries (SPIL), Taiwan's two most prominent IC packaging and 

testing services providers. It caused speculation whether China's approval came with the 

condition of the sale of ASE subsidiary’s share to China’s firm. It is inevitable to prompt the 

speculation, because three years ago Tsinghua Uni-group announced to buy 25% stake of 

Taiwan’s SPIL, but then withdrew from the deal due to the incoming Taiwanese government's 

unclear7 policy at that time. Therefore, the acquiring of SPIL’s subsidiary in Suzhou achieves 

Tsinghua’s acquisition plans but is taking a devious route.   

China’s semiconductor policy also puts the US under increasing pressure. The US 

                                                      
6 Taiwanese IC companies investing in the mainland are mainly governed by –Directions of key technical review 

and supervision for investing in the foundry, circuit design, integrated circuit packaging, integrated circuit test 

and operation of the LCD panel factory in the Mainland (在大陸地區投資晶圓鑄造廠積體電路設計積體電路

封裝積體電路測試與液晶顯示器面板廠關鍵技術審查及監督作業要點). Meanwhile, China’s investment in 

Taiwan IC-related firms is mainly governed by the –Measures Governing Investment Permit to the People of the 

Mainland Area (大陸地區人民來臺投資許可辦法). 
7 The new Taiwanese President Tsai was elected at that time and said the intention of Beijing-backed firm won’t 

be approved unless the Taiwanese public could be assured that the island's economy and security would not be 

harmed (Wu and Cheng, 2016). 
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government reacted to China’s 'Made in China 2025' by curbing export on chips and equipment 

to China and restricting some of China’s companies to sell telecommunications equipment in 

the US. This implementation, however, causes a high negative impact for US manufacturers, 

because US chips and equipment suppliers make a lot of money from exports and have a 

relatively high exposure to China’s economy. China is expected to invest a total of USD 11.09 

billion in semiconductor equipment, which would make China the biggest market for US 

equipment suppliers. Therefore, the US chip industry largely opposed Trump’s export control. 

Oreste Donzella, KLA-Tencor's senior vice president, said at the 2018 SEMICON Taiwan 

exhibition, “US manufacturers will go to Washington and hope to persuade the Trump 

administration not to impose export control on chips or semiconductor devices in China”. KLA-

Tencor is globally the biggest supplier of chip equipment, and China accounted for 32% of 

KLA-Tencor's revenue in the fourth quarter of 2018 (Li and Cheng, 2018).  

Taiwanese businesses will also be suffering from this conflict. In fact, the tariff sanction 

imposed on China’s semiconductor products has limited effect for Chinese manufacturers but 

could hurt Taiwanese businesses who have production facilities in China. Moreover, many 

goods exported from China to the US are assembled there, with much of the manufacturing 

components actually being produced in Taiwan. Also, due to the uncertainty of the global 

economy, the end-product ordering could be cut off. A lot of Taiwanese firms based in China 

are worried about the on-going China-US tensions, and some have tried to cut down their 

investments in China and move to Southeast Asian countries instead. Meanwhile, in the trade 

negotiation last year, Beijing offered to buy a higher percentage of semiconductor chips from 

the US by replacing the orders from Taiwan and South Korea to lower the trade deficit between 

China and the US (Wei, 2019). 

5.3 Taiwan’s Competitive and Cooperative Strategy  

The conflict between the US and China begs the question how Taiwan can preserve its economic 

strength and gain more benefits from it. From the perspective of microeconomics, the rise of 
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global protectionism is threatening the semiconductor supply chain, and the volatile economy 

is slowing down the end-product demand. From the industry perspective, the emerging Chinese 

competitors will probably change the whole supply chain system.  

Taiwan’s strength is that the country has long emphasized its dedication to the rule of law 

and has superior IPR protection. Compared to other regions in East Asia, Taiwan is in a 

relatively good position to build production facilities to compete with Chinese domestic firms 

and meanwhile export the products to the mainland. For instance, Taiwan has become Micron’s 

largest DRAM manufacturing hub, and Qualcomm plans to build a 5G ecosystem in Taiwan 

with Taiwan's semiconductor industry. These companies work with Taiwan to keep pushing 

back against Chinese forced technology transfer and IP theft, but simultaneously support their 

mainland customers. 

 At the same time, Taiwan’s businesses have a pragmatic attitude toward cooperation with 

Chinese rivals. To defend against the threat from China, which has a relative advantage in terms 

of abundant financial resources and marketing competition, the investments in China is a matter 

of survival for Taiwan's companies. Taiwan's industry lacks equal competition conditions and 

needs to work with mainland players. They believe that the opening of cross-strait cooperation, 

based on Taiwan’s comprehensive supply chain advantage, can maintain their competitive edge 

over China. China has a growing IC design industry, but they must outsource their 

manufacturing to Taiwan’s foundries and testing and packaging service providers. Before China 

builds up its own supply chain with advanced processing technologies, Taiwan has an edge over 

China. As Taiwan’s chipmaker MediaTek, the world's third-largest chip designer, said, as long 

as government policies allowed for it, it was open to "join hands and raise the status and 

competitiveness of the Chinese and Taiwanese enterprises in the global chip industry" and urged 

Taiwan's regulators to relax regulation.  

But Taiwan’s manufacturers partnership with Chinese groups must proceed in a cautious 

way to avoid the risk of replacement, if China develops its domestic IC supply chain 
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successfully. Since last year, Huawei, China’s largest telecommunications equipment 

manufacturer, has lobbied its Taiwanese supplier to relocate the production facilities to China. 

After the arrest of Xia-zhou Meng, Huawei’s finance chief, Huawei has strengthened its 

lobbying effort. Taiwan’s firms cooperate with China’s companies in the production and sales 

of second-tier generation of chips, meanwhile continuing to expand their lead in innovation 

outside China and prevent their IP from reaching their Chinese partner. As Morris Chang, 

former chairman of TSMC, said: “If Taiwanese firms keep making progress in technologies, it 

won’t be easy for them to catch up”. 

Investment portfolio diversification is another strategy for Taiwan’s companies. The 

initiative “New Southbound Policy” (NSP) was proposed by President Tsai Ing-wen since her 

presidential inauguration in 2016. NSP aims at establishing a broader network of the trading 

partners with ASEAN and South Asian nations to make Taiwan less dependent on the Chinese 

market but keeps the momentum of Taiwan’s economy. As the escalating US-China trade war 

continues, Taiwanese companies rethink to diversify its trading partner in this region. Southeast 

Asia has a large market of over 600 million people, a rising middle class and a booming digital 

economy. According to a report, many Taiwanese companies operating in China have not yet 

felt the negative impact from the US-China conflict due in part to their contracts with partners 

in Southeast Asia countries (Pauley, 2018).   

6 Conclusion  

Chinese chipmakers' manufacturing technology still lags far behind the latest generation and 

presumably will need at least six years to catch up in chip manufacturing. Undoubtedly, with 

sufficient financial support, they will still work to improve its process technology despite the 

high expense. On the other hand, in the fabless segment, the fast-growing Chinese fabless 

companies have gained market share at the cost of existing companies and might help to lead 

the development of IC ecosystems in China.   

With competition coming from all around world and the broader Chinese market, 
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multinational IC makers hope to sell more chips in China and compete better with other leading 

companies as well as improve relations with the Chinese government. They choose to widen 

their mainland footprint and meanwhile contribute to the boosting Chinese domestic 

semiconductor industry, although they are concerned China will acquire or steal their top-notch 

technology by all means necessary. 

Taiwan's businesses hold a pragmatic attitude toward cooperation with Chinese rivals. The 

cooperation with Chinese rivals is a matter of survival for Taiwan’s companies. As the fight 

between the US and China intensifies, Taiwan should be careful to be affected. It is better to be 

a friend of both sides and rely on its own power to avoid being used as a bargaining chip in the 

negotiation.
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Figure 1 Share of Worldwide Foundry Capacity 

Source: IC insights (2017a) 

 

Figure 2 Equipment Spending by Region 

 Source: SEMI (2018) 

 

Figure 3 Top 8 Foundries sales by HQ Location 

 

Source: IC insights (2018a) 
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Table 1 Logic Technology Roadmap 

 

 Source: Tech Insights (2018) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 Fabless Sales by HQ Location 

 

   

     

Source: IC insights (2018b) 
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Table 2 NAND Technology Roadmap 

 

Source: Tech Insights (2018) 

 

Table 3 DRAM Technology Roadmap 

Source: Tech Insights (2018) 
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Figure 5 DRAM Manufacturers sales by HQ Location 

 

     Source: Author’s analysis of data from DRAMeXCHANGE 2016 and 2017 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4 China M&A Activity
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Source: Author’s analysis of data from Yu and Liu (2017) and  

IC Insights (2018c) 
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Table 5 Taiwan well-known senior managers joined Chinese IC companies 

Source: Author’s analysis of data from TrendForce (2017) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


